
Keep Your Customers 
Safe on Microsoft 365
Your clients depend on their email—and on you—to keep them safe.

Relying on Microsoft 365 alone brings risks: 

Phishing is a major concern for 
Microsoft 365 users Nearly everyone’s vulnerable

•  Email remains vulnerable to a single line of defense that can fail
•  Cloud services are prime targets for spear-phishing attacks⁶
•  Customers may not realize they’re vulnerable until it’s too late 
•  Productivity can dip due to Microsoft  365 outages and downtime events 
•  Users can accidentally delete critical email data, and you may lack a backup 

N-able™ Mail Assure is a cloud-based email security solution that 
seamlessly integrates with Microsoft 365 via an add-on available from 
Microsoft AppSource®. Using collective threat intelligence, 24/7 email 
continuity, and long-term email archiving, Mail Assure provides additional 
protection for Microsoft 365. 

•  Get close to 100% filtering (Mail Assure blocks more than two billion         
     spam messages per month)
•  Gain increased control and visibility over email flow via the    
     Microsoft 365 add-on
•  Add N-able Backup for Microsoft 365 to protect Microsoft 365 users    
     from Exchange™, OneDrive®, and SharePoint® data loss

A professional email security solution is 
essential for stronger cloud security: 
•  Adds an extra layer of email protection and continuity
•  Drastically improves your email filtering 
•  Gives you greater control and visibility over 
     Microsoft 365 email flow

of organizations have 
faced phishing or social 
engineering attacks4

TRY MAIL ASSURE TODAY
Help protect your customers from email attacks while they use 
Microsoft 365—try N-able Mail Assure free today. 
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START YOUR TRIAL

N-able empowers managed services providers (MSPs) to help small and medium enterprises navigate the digital evolution. With a flexible technology platform and powerful integrations, 
we make it easy for MSPs to monitor, manage, and protect their end customer systems, data, and networks. Our growing portfolio of security, automation, and backup and recovery 
solutions is built for IT services management professionals. N-able simplifies complex ecosystems and enables customers to solve their most pressing challenges. We provide extensive, 
proactive support—through enriching partner programs, hands-on training, and growth resources—to help MSPs deliver exceptional value and achieve success at scale. n-able.com
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Email attacks and data breaches by the numbers: 

of Microsoft 365 attacks 
were due to phishing3

Safeguard your Microsoft 365 
customers with n-able mail assure

Email is a top attack vector for a reason—it’s one of the easiest entry points for 
cyberattacks because people rely on it to get their jobs done. And Microsoft  365™ is 
an attractive target for cybercriminals due to its massive user base. While Microsoft 
365 includes built-in security, it can sometimes come up short in handling all your 
security and data retention needs. Here are some key figures you should know. 

Data storage and processing often happens 
off-site, but the growth of cloud services 
can give cybercriminals more openings

of SMBs have experienced 
data loss from a breach158%

Email is often the entry point 
for these attacks

of malware delivery 
comes via email294%

53% 85%
ASMBs have increasingly 
become victims

of SMBs have experienced  
a cyberattack567%


